"The Seeing of our Eyes:" Albanian Sufi Baba (Balkan Sufi leader in US)  
Fadma Healer of Women & Weaver of Textiles (Moroccan Berber healer)  
Master Singer of Pakistan: Baba Shafqat (Pakistani religious musician)  
Esmat's Life of Travail: "You Yourself help me God" (Iranian village woman)  
Emine: Muslim University Student in Berlin (Turkish student in Germany)  
The Intricacies of Being Senegal's Shi'ite Sheikh (Lebanese religious leader in West Africa)  
Son of an Ayatollah  
Abd al-Majid al-Khu'i (Iraqi religious leader in Great Britain)  
The Irrepressible Salma (Afghan aid agency manager)  
Growing up Muslim in America: Dr. Anisa Cook (African-American pediatrician)  
A Javanese Muslim Life of Learning (Indonesian legal scholar)  
A Hometown Artist of the World: Sabah Naim (Visual artist in Egypt)  
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